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Widely Attended Gathering (WAG) Information 
  

Event 
Date: 
Location: 

Rampart Range Day and Expo 
MAY 31ST 2022 
Stittsville Shooting Range 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

There is no charge for this event. Attendee access to the event is 
limited to Military, Law Enforcement, Corrections Personnel, Bylaw, 
Wildlife Protection and other armed agencies. Contact your 
designated agency ethics official as to whether or not this event is 
permitted under your agency’s widely attended gathering (WAG) 
policies. Update: See our COVID-19 event protocols on page 2. 

 
To assist your approving manager/ethics official in determining if this event qualifies as a WAG, we 
have provided answers to several key questions.  
 

1. How many anticipated attendees and from which sectors are they?  
 
More than 2,500 invitations will be distributed to individuals from military, 
police (federal, provincial, local) corrections, wildlife & conservation, armed 
government services, public safety and security. We anticipate approx. 700 
attendees with approximately 41% from Law Enforcement (federal, provincial, 
municipal), 33% from Canadian military, 11% from Government agencies, 5% 
from Corrections and 10% other groups such as EMS and Fire. 
 

2. Is this event in the interest of the agency? Will it further agency operations and programs? 
 
For over a decade, the purpose of Rampart Range Day has been to showcase and provide hands-on 
experience to end users, purchasers and program managers in the tactical community.  Rampart Range 
Day differentiates itself from other similar events in Canada by focusing on several key elements: 
 
Exclusivity: Our event is only open to active serving first responders and Military who operate in a tactical 
capacity.  
 
Quality training and demonstrations:  We offer open area training and workshops lead by our vendors 
and Rampart subject matter experts. Attendees get a unique opportunity to learn more about the 
practical application of the products while getting hands-on experience on the range or in an open 
demonstration area.  
 
Active firing ranges: Many of our vendors will be running range bays to explain and let attendees try their 
products first-hand.  
 
Diverse product line representation: For 2022, we are expecting over 70 vendors from around the world. 
Range Day brings in high-end and innovative brands not just from North America, but from Europe and 
beyond. Our event brings in these leading-edge specialty brands in an effort to provide unique 
exposures to our attendees.  
 

3. What are some examples of demonstrations that have taken place? 
 
Aimpoint: CompM5b for supersonic and subsonic loads on a 300 blackout platform.  
Safariland: Soft and hard body armour. This demonstration will allow the observer to see and measure 
the ballistic energy transfer and depth of penetration associated with the discharge of most commonly 
encountered ammunition types.   
Defense Technology: Less-lethal munitions and 40mm launcher. On- range demonstrations of the 
capabilities of their less lethal munitions line to qualified spectators.  
ASP: Demonstrating their Integrated training system: legally-proven techniques for officer protection 
and subject control while integrating duty gear products they know. 
GLOCK:  Overview and hands-on opportunity with GLOCK GEN5 pistols 
Colt Canada:  Demonstrating the Colt Canada C20 Semi-Automatic Sniper Rifle  
Magtech: Demonstration and opportunity to try several caliber and bullet types 
And much more! 
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4. What measures are you taking to protect staff and attendees from COVID-19? 
 
Rampart will comply with all COVID-19 requirements as defined by the government of Ontario. 
These protocols may be modified depending on government requirements at the time of the event. 
These are some of the protocols in place to ensure safety of all involved.  
 
1. Hand sanitizer and masks will be available on-site and stationed throughout the event for those who 

wish to use them. 
2. Catered lunch is individually packaged. 
3. Disinfectant wipes will be placed at the shooting range to wipe down equipment. 
4. Washroom will be disinfected at regular intervals. 
5. One-way flow of traffic inside tent and at ranges. 
6. Dedicated event staff tasked with ensuring protocols are being followed. 

 
5. Where can I see a more details about the event?  

https://rampartcorp.com/rampart-range-day 
 

Brands in attendance in 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3m 
Aimpoint 
AKU Footwear 
Ameriglo 
Armament Tech 
ASP 
Avon Protection Systems 
B.E. Meyers 
Bates Footwear / Wolverine Worldwide 
BCB International 
Bren-Tronics 
CADEX 
CamelBak 
Colt Canada 
Confections Carcajou 
EAGLE/Vista Outdoors 
G-Code Tactical Holsters 
Gerber 
GLOCK 
Gravel Agency Inc 
Grey Ghost Gear 
INVISIO 
Knight’s Armament 
KWESST Inc 
Mechanix Wear Canada 
Med Sled (Ethos Evacuation Strategies) 
Meggitt 
Mystery Ranch 
Newcon Optik 
Night Vision Devices 
North Sylva ATK/Lloyd Libke Law 
OSS Suppressors 
 
 

Otis Defence 
Outdoor Research 
PerSys 
Petzl 
Plasticase / Nanuk 
Reticle Training 
Revision 
RUAG 
S&S Precision 
Safariland 
Salewa 
Scalarworks 
Scepter 
Secubit 
SNUGPAK / Proforce 
Stoeger Canada 
Tencate 
The Evans Group 
Trigger Tech 
TROY 
Twenty20Insight Inc 
TYR Tactical Canada 
Ultra Electronics (Hyperspike) 
Vertx 
Watershed Dry Bags 
Wolverine 
Xion Protective Gear 
Xmetal Targets 
 


